The Night Eaters: She Eats the Night
by Marjorie M. Liu
GN Night Eaters
When their mother forces them to help clean up the house next door—a hellish and run-down ruin that was the scene of a grisly murder—twins Milly and Billy are in for a nasty surprise.

What's Wrong with Secretary Kim?
by MyeongMi Kim
GN What's
Lee is the heir to a company that he runs with an iron fist. He considers himself perfect. So when his personal assistant, Kim, tells him she wants to quit, he doesn’t take it well at all.

Seek You
by Kristen Radtke
GN 158.2 Rad
Kristen learned that when her father was young, he would send signals out on his ham radio. Those CQ calls were his attempt to reach anybody who would respond.

Ducks: Two Years in the Oil Sands
by Kate Beaton
GN Biography Beaton
Katie heads out west to take advantage of Alberta's oil rush—part of the long tradition of East Coasters who seek gainful employment elsewhere—and encounters the harsh reality of life in the oil sands.

The Many Deaths of Laila Starr
by Ram V
GN V
Humanity is on the verge of discovering immortality. The avatar of Death is cast down to Earth to live a mortal life in Mumbai as 20-something Laila Starr.

The Secret to Superhuman Strength
by Alison Bechdel
GN Biography Bechdel
A deeply layered story of fascination, from childhood to adulthood, of every fitness craze throughout the years.
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|                                                                                           | Opposites attract has never rung truer when it comes to vivacious extrovert Meg and her level-headed introvert husband, Carson. | An elderly British widow buys what turns out to be the Holy Grail from a second-hand shop which leads to an epic visit from an ancient knight who lures her with ancient relics in hope of winning the cup. | The Riddler is always playing a game, there are always rules. But what happens when Riddler kills someone in broad daylight for seemingly no reason? No game to play. No cypher to breakdown. | Kumiko’s sweet life is shattered when Death’s shadow swoops in to collect her. With her quick mind and sense of humor, how long can this old woman thwart fate? | Sam and Maggie live in a perfectly normal neighborhood, with their perfectly normal dog Winston. All the houses look the same. All the people sound and look the same. On the outside, everything is fine—but is it? | Join Bucket Boy and the whole Twistwood gang as they live their lives in the forest. Travel through a magical land and meet an enchanting cast of smart, snarky, and sweet characters from the popular webcomic, *Twistwood Tales.* | Follow Shuna, the prince of a poor land, as he embarks on a harrowing quest for a golden grain that could save his people. | Explore a new universe, tackling racism, classism, and gender equality while exposing ancient mysteries. | With the highest kaiju-emergence rates in the world, Japan is no stranger to attack by deadly monsters. The Japan Defense Force is tasked with the neutralization of kaiju. | These stories pay homage to Indigenous futurisms, weaving together traditional knowledge and culture with futuristic ideas and settings. | Follow three characters navigating a world where wishes are literally for sale; mired in bureaucracy and the familiar prejudices of our world, the more expensive the wish, the more powerful and therefore the more likely to work as intended. |